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1. General Thoughts:

While the Pandemic has shut down the brick and mortar schools, educators are in the fast lane for innovation and it has been both exhausting and exciting. New Technologies have been discovered and not all of it saves time or energy, but it has made us think, create and swear!

2. Strategic Plan Activities:

Looking at all resource WA-ACTE has available to assist every section leadership team with support to help them provide Professional Development to their membership. This will include but not be limited to Technical support and the new ACTE Learns Portal for Warehousing PD for their members.

3. Matters of Interest:

Legislative committee has met, only concern at this point is that the CTE Pathway to graduation is under the microscope by OSPI for possible change to water it down for small districts and not have completers.

4. Executive Committee Activities:

Planning for first meeting on the 26th of September. Completed training for Exec committee members and what roles are with Tim, Franciene and Tess.